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OSI Systems' Checkpoint Baggage Scanner Achieves European Type "C" Certification 
for Detection of Liquid Explosives 

HAWTHORNE, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- OSI Systems, Inc. (NASDAQ:OSIS), a vertically-integrated provider of specialized 
electronic products for critical applications in the Security and Healthcare industries, today announced that the Rapiscan 
620 DV multi-view advanced baggage scanner has passed the "Type C" standard set by the European Commission for Civil 
Aviation (ECAC) for detection of liquid explosive threats, as well as other potential threats. The 620DV meets the upcoming 
EU deadline to relax current restrictions on the ability of passengers to carry-on liquids onto airplanes.  

Rapiscan President Ajay Mehra commented: "We are pleased to achieve this major milestone for European aviation 
passengers and airports. The Rapiscan 620DV has been proven in aviation checkpoints around the world. The 620DV AT 
not only meets regulatory standards for threat detection around the world, it has significant operational benefits including 
smaller footprint, greater energy efficiency, and reduced weight loading."  

The Rapiscan 620DV has also been approved for use by the US Transportation Security Administration for both aviation 
checkpoint screening and air cargo screening. The 620DV AT is one of the most widely deployed multi-view checkpoint X-
ray screening systems. It can also be used for critical non-aviation applications such as air cargo screening, military 
checkpoints, customs inspection and protection of national infrastructure. The 620DV generates multiple views of scanned 
items, which allows operators to identify threats faster, improving checkpoint throughput and pinpoints potential threats so 
the item can be found immediately.  

About OSI Systems, Inc.  

OSI Systems, Inc. is a vertically integrated designer and manufacturer of specialized electronic systems and components for 
critical applications in the homeland security, healthcare, defense and aerospace industries. We combine more than 30 
years of electronics engineering and manufacturing experience with offices and production facilities in more than a dozen 
countries to implement a strategy of expansion into selective end product markets. For more information on OSI Systems 
Inc. or any of its subsidiary companies, visit www.osi-systems.com. News Filter: OSIS-G  

This press release contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as 
amended, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. Such statements include information 
regarding the company's expectations, goals or intentions about the future, including the Company's contracts to provide 
solutions to the Security industry. The actual results may differ materially from those described in or implied by any forward-
looking statement.  
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